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Abstract: A study of the optical transmission of low-loss W1.5 photonic
crystal waveguides built on silicon membranes and operating at telecom
wavelengths is presented. The feasibility of performing all-optical switching
is demonstrated for W1.5 waveguides coupled with L3 cavities, systems
amenable for incorporation in on-chip devices. Switching of waveguide
transmission is achieved by means of optical excitation of free carriers using
a 2.5 ns pump laser. Experimental results are reproduced by finite-difference
time-domain simulations which model the response of the finite system and
band structure calculations describing the infinite, ideal one.
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1. Introduction

Periodically structuring a dielectric material in the sub-micrometer range can strongly modify
its dispersion relation for optical wavelengths, allowing the control of light propagation and
emission in ways not conceivable with its unstructured counterpart. Such periodic dielectrics,
commonly termed photonic crystals (PhC) [1, 2], have brought a great interest in both fun-
damental research and advanced applications. For example, high resolution spatial light con-
finement which is usually difficult to achieve with conventional material processing can be
obtained by judiciously tailoring the dispersion properties with advanced nanofabrication tech-
niques. Consequently, light-matter interaction can be greatly enhanced, allowing development
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of a number of new devices.
Although a large number of work has already been done to demonstrate the fabrication fea-

sibility of PhCs in different dimensionalities and with different materials, silicon based two di-
mensional (2D) PhCs have particular interest for future integrated photonic circuits. The choice
for such systems has been based mainly by two facts. On the one hand, the high refractive index
of silicon makes it an ideal component for the creation of photonic structures with strong light
confinement. On the other hand, the fabrication of silicon-based photonic devices has benefited
from some of the well established processes of the microelectronic industry that gives the pos-
sibility to fabricate high quality PhC samples. Furthermore using silicon raises the possibility
to integrate photonic circuits with microelectronic components.

In designing an all-optical integrated circuit (IC), certain components are indispensable
such as waveguides (WG), routers, wavelength demultiplexing (WDM) devices, but after all,
switches will lay at the heart of logic processing. By using photonic crystals, it should be
possible to modify the optical response of the system in a fast time scale. Although certain pro-
posals have been presented and demonstrated based on non optical methods (such as thermo-
optic [3, 4], electro-optic [5, 6] or mechanical processes [7]), it is acknowledged that all optical
switching is the best route to achieve fast response times for signal processing. In this direc-
tion, a number of works have been recently published where resonant and non resonant optical
processes [4,8–17] have been employed as the switching mechanism, successfully showing the
feasibility of performing optical switching with low energy consumption.

In the present work we demonstrate all-optical switching in systems amenable for imple-
mentation in all optical IC. In particular, we employ 2D PhC fabricated in silicon membranes
containing increased channel width waveguides [18, 19], isolated or coupled to optical nano-
cavities, and compare with previous work on PhC waveguides [12]. Since propagation losses
decrease on increasing the channel width, the present configuration can be interesting for
switching applications in structures with lower losses. After an initial characterization of the
optical response of the system by means of linear waveguide transmission, all-optical switch-
ing employing a cavity mode is achieved with low powers using free-carrier generation as the
physical mechanism to modify the optical properties of the PhC. The switching time is limited
by the nanosecond laser pulse and not by the recombination process in the Si backbone, which
can be notably faster [12]. By appropriately tuning the probe beam with respect to the studied
cavity mode we are able to simulate ON/OFF and OFF/ON scenarios introducing negligible
absorption for the probe beam. Experimental results are successfully reproduced by means of
photonic band structure calculations and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical sim-
ulations.

2. Experiment

2.1. Sample preparation

The samples employed in the present work were fabricated using standard electron beam litho-
graphy and reactive ion etching techniques on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers (SOITEC™)
having a 200 nm silicon core layer and a 1000 nm SiO 2 layer [20]. They consist of free-standing
silicon membranes patterned with a triangular lattice of air holes (lattice parameter a = 420 nm,
hole radius r/a = 0.32) containing W1.5 waveguides, both isolated and coupled to L3 cavities.
W1.5 waveguides are obtained by creating a line defect along the ΓK direction of the triangular
lattice, having a width w = 1.5 · √3a = 1.5w0 along the ΓM direction, where w0 =

√
3a is the

channel width of a normal W1 waveguide. Such waveguides are known to be best suited for
a membrane configuration in terms of light guiding in monomode operation with high group
velocity and robustness against extrinsic losses [18, 19].

The L3 cavities, that consist of three missing holes in the waveguide, are placed inside the
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscopy images of the samples showing (a) a top view of the
cavity region and (b) a detail of the access ridge waveguide.

W1.5 waveguides by introducing two sets of holes which act as Bragg reflectors. The cavity
quality factor Q was optimized employing numerical calculations (see below) to evaluate the
effect of the number, position and diameter of the holes comprising the Bragg reflector. Access
to the PhC area (20 μm and 500 μm wide in the direction perpendicular and parallel to the W1.5
waveguide respectively) for optical probing is achieved by means of access ridge waveguides
of length between 300 and 400 μm. These access waveguides have a width of 500 nm and are
designed to operate in a monomode regime at the probe wavelength. Their width is gradually
increased as the sample entrance is approached in order to minimize coupling losses at the
waveguide-PhC interface by matching the channel width of the W1.5 waveguide. Figure 1
shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of typical samples.

2.2. Optical characterization

Linear transmission was measured with a continuous wave (CW) laser tuneable between 1350
and 1630 nm (SANTEC 210-F) delivered onto the optical set-up by a single–monomode po-
larization maintaining fibre. The incident probe beam is polarized along the plane of the pe-
riodicity (i.e. TE polarized). It is focussed to and collected from the access ridge WGs by a
pair of high numerical aperture objectives. The transmitted beam is then spatially filtered by a
2 μm core fibre and a Glan-Taylor polarizer to remove spurious substrate-guided light. Collec-
tion of transmitted light is performed with an InGaAs detector connected to a lock-in amplifier.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.

Three observation lines were added to the experimental set-up in order to image the entrance
and exit WGs as well as the top surface of the PhC sample with an IR camera (not shown in
the figure). This helped during the alignment procedure and provided a qualitative estimate of
optical losses (due to coupling and disorder induced scattering) and transmission.

For the switching experiments, optical pumping is performed with a Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser with a pulse width of 2.5 ns and a repetition rate of 11 kHz (Impex High-Tech). The pump
beam is frequency doubled with a KTP crystal and launched normally to the sample surface
employing one of the observation lines. The pump beam is focussed to a 4 μm radius spot
which contains only a small sample region around the optical cavity. Finally, the transmitted
probe signal collected by the InGaAs detector when pumping the sample is amplified with a
voltage amplifier (200 kHz - 2 GHz bandwidth) and registered by an oscilloscope operating
with a 1 GHz bandwidth and 4 GHz sampling rate (Agilent). Part of the original pump beam is
diverted from the pump line and used to trigger the oscilloscope.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Schematic view of the set-up. The probe beam coming from a CW
laser is focussed on the sample (S) and collected by high numerical aperture objectives (L1,
L2) and optical fibres (OF1, OF2). The transmitted probe beam is collected by an InGaAs
detector (D1) connected to an oscilloscope (OSC). An additional line delivers a pulsed
pump beam (PP) into the sample surface in order to locally modify its refractive index. Part
of the pump beam is collected with a photodiode (D2) and used as trigger.

3. Theory

3.1. Photonic band structure calculations

For all calculations we have assumed a refractive index of n 0 = 3.479 for Silicon in the ab-
sence of optical pumping. Calculations of photonic mode dispersion in the W1.5 waveguides
and design of cavity structures were performed by means of a guided-mode expansion (GME)
method, which consists of expanding the magnetic field on the basis of guided modes of an ef-
fective homogeneous waveguide and calculating out-of-plane diffraction losses by perturbation
theory [21]. For the self-standing membrane, taking the z axis to be perpendicular to the slab
we exploit specular reflection σ̂xy with respect to a mirror plane bisecting the slab and calculate
only even (TE-like) modes. Furthermore, for W1.5 waveguides and cavity structures, we take
advantage of specular reflection symmetry σ̂kz with respect to a mirror plane bisecting the chan-
nel and distinguish the modes according to σkz = +1 (even) or σkz = −1 (odd). Notice that for
TE-like modes with σkz = −1, the dominant electric-field component is spatially even across
the channel. Previous calculations have shown that the W1.5 waveguide supports a defect mode
below the light line with high group velocity and ultra low losses [18, 19].

3.2. FDTD

Calculations of transmission spectra and spatial distributions of the electromagnetic field in
samples containing L3 cavities within the W1.5 waveguide were performed by means of a 3D
FDTD method, which consists of solving the Maxwell’s equations in space and time without
mathematical approximations [22]. The leapfrogging in time followed by implementation of
staggered spatial grids leads to an accurate evaluation of the relevant derivatives via finite dif-
ferences. Absorption of the field components approaching the boundaries of the spatial grids is
guaranteed by implementation of the CPML absorbing boundary conditions [23]. A bandpass
Gaussian pulse with a half-width tw=12.8 fs and a time delay t0 = 3tw is employed at t = 0 as
the initial condition. The numerical simulation of the propagation of this pulse reproduces the
conditions of the full-scale study, i.e. a single run of the FDTD program results in time-domain
data containing information about the propagation of the electromagnetic field at wavelengths
between 1350 and 1630 nm. Transmission spectra are next obtained from these time-domain
data using a high-resolution Fourier transform. Spatial distributions of the electromagnetic field
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Band structure of a 2D PhC containing a W1.5 line defect. Glob-
ally odd (even) defect modes appear as open-red (filled-blue) circles. Filled yellow region
indicates bulk PhC modes. Grey band corresponds to a miniband of forbidden frequencies.
(b) Experimental and calculated (FDTD) transmission spectra appear as black and red lines
respectively.

are obtained simultaneously by performing a running Fourier transform at every gridpoint of
the computation domain for each frequency of interest.

In order to obtain exact results and keep within available computer resources, the access ridge
waveguides of the FDTD model were shortened to 1.5 μm and each unit cell of the 2D PhC was
comprised by 24×24×11 meshes of the spatial grid having dimensions Δx = Δy = 17.5 nm and
Δz = 17.455 nm. The time-step Δt = 0.3199 fs was taken equal to the Courant stability limit
multiplied by 0.95. The W1.5 waveguide was 20 lattice periods long and the lateral mirrors
were 6 periods wide.

The GME and FDTD methods were also used to optimize the quality factor Q of the L3 cav-
ity. A number of calculations were performed to evaluate the effect of the number, position and
radii of the holes comprising the Bragg reflectors. At first, transmission spectra of the cavities
comprised by the Bragg reflectors with 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 holes were studied. The structures that
possessed minimal losses and maximal Q were then further improved in order to optimize the
confinement of the electromagnetic field within the cavity [24]. The radii of the extreme holes
of the Bragg reflectors were decreased and their position was shifted. The best field confine-
ment was obtained for the case of 6 air holes in each Bragg reflectors with the nearby holes
shifted outwards by 0.18a and with their radius being reduced by 0.06a.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Linear Transmission

Figure 3 shows the measured transmission spectrum of a W1.5 sample together with a numer-
ical simulation obtained with FDTD. The spectra are compared with the dispersion relation of
the infinite crystal. The band structure shows both even and odd TE-like modes, the latter being
the relevant ones for our experimental configuration as mentioned in Section 3.

The fundamental TE mode of the access ridge WG is globally odd (the dominant electric field
component is spatially even), and can therefore couple to odd modes of the PhC membrane.
Accordingly, in the experiment we observe a strong dip in transmission taking place between
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Transmission spectra for two different samples containing L3 cavities
within W1.5 waveguides, created by introducing two sets of Bragg mirrors containing 6 (a)
and 5 (b) holes. Insets show high resolution spectra of the selected region. Red line in (a)
is a Lorentzian fit.

0.86 and 0.875 eV, corresponding to the mini-stop band which appears in the dispersion relation
for odd modes. For those frequencies contained within the mini-stop band, the transmitted
intensity is attenuated by nearly three orders of magnitude with respect to the transmission in
the spectral regions where guided modes are available. Besides the existence of a dip, we see
that the transmission spectrum presents strong secondary oscillations. These are Fabry-Perot
fringes related to the fact that the overall sample presents three distinct regions, the two access
waveguides and the PhC W1.5, with strong reflections at their interfaces as a consequence of
impedance mismatch, and different effective refractive indices. Nevertheless, the presence of
these finite size effects does not hinder the observation of the transmission dip and we are then
able to experimentally identify the presence of the stop band, whose position coincides well
with the theoretical prediction.

Together with the experimental spectrum we have plotted the one obtained with the FDTD
method. In the numerical simulation, identical parameters to those employed in the band struc-
ture calculation were used, i.e. lattice parameter a = 420 nm, hole radius r/a = 0.32. The mod-
eled structure was designed to have much shorter access waveguides to the sample region than
in the experimental case (1.5 and 400 micron respectively). As a consequence, Fabry-Perot os-
cillations are not observed in the numerical calculations. We can see that the FDTD simulation
also presents a strong dip in the spectral range where the band structure predicts the presence of
the stop band. This fact indicates that despite the finiteness of the sample, its optical behavior is
well reproduced by energy bands calculated for the infinite system. Thus the two calculations
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Transmission spectra for a sample containing an L3 cavity within a
W1.5 waveguide, created by introducing two sets of Bragg mirrors containing 6 holes. The
black curve shows the FDTD linear spectrum calculated using the bulk silicon refractive
index n0 and the red one the switched FDTD simulation obtained by locally changing the
refractive index of the cavity to n = 3471 (see text). Inset shows a zoomed image of the
lowest energy transmission peak.

and the experiment agree well with each other. Finally, we must note some small discrepancies
between calculated and measured transmission spectra regarding the attenuation and spectral
width of the dip. These are likely caused by the presence of structural imperfections in the
fabricated sample, not taken into account in the numerical simulation, that generate extinction
whose effect becomes more noticeable with increasing frequency.

We next consider the linear transmission of samples containing L3 cavities within the W1.5
waveguides. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show transmission spectra for two different samples for which
the L3 cavities were created introducing two sets of Bragg mirrors of 6 and 5 holes respectively
(samples A and B in what follows). In both cases, the overall behavior is quite similar. Trans-
mission abruptly drops for frequencies below 0.89 eV, coinciding with the high energy edge of
the photonic band gap for σxy = +1 or TE-like polarization in the bulk crystal. Close to the band
edge, some sharp resonances appear, whose spectral position and quality factor vary depending
on the sample. For sample A (see Fig. 4(a)), one single peak is observed, located at an energy
of 0.8875 eV and having Q=5373, extracted from a high resolution spectrum shown in the inset
of the figure. For sample B two peaks are observed, located at 0.8858 and 0.8846 eV, having
Q-factors of 8267 and 12475 respectively (see Fig. 4(b)). Besides the difference in spectral po-
sitions and Q, we can see that the peaks in sample B transmit only a small fraction (about 7%)
of the transmission intensity at the band region. This fact renders the sample less convenient for
switching experiments as the transmitted signal is too small to be clearly discriminated from
noise. Hence, in what follows we concentrate on sample A.

The linear transmission of sample A was reproduced with FDTD numerical simulations. Fig-
ure 5 (black line) shows a calculated spectrum where we can see how the main features of the
experimental result, regarding the existence of a band edge near 0.92 eV and some isolated
transmission peaks for smaller energies, are well reproduced. Albeit with a different Q, a trans-
mission peak appears for a similar frequency to the one observed in the experiment (0.885 eV).

We have also modeled the behavior of the system under the optical pump beam by locally
lowering the refractive index of a circular zone centered on the cavity by 0.2% (from n 0 = 3.479
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field for the frequency
corresponding to the transmission peak (see text).

to n = 3.471 as the pump is introduced). The red curve in Fig. 5 shows the transmission spec-
trum in a switching configuration. It can be noticed that the confined mode shifts its energy
to higher frequency. In order to understand the physical origin of these transmission peaks ap-
pearing below the band edge we calculated the spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field
using FDTD. For the peak of interest to us, that is the lowest energy one, the obtained results
are presented in Fig. 6. As we can see, the electromagnetic field is strongly confined in the sur-
roundings of the L3 cavity, evidencing a localized cavity mode. Therefore we have chosen this
peak present in the experimental transmission spectra to carry out all optical switching. Notice
that the confined field profile shown in Fig. 6 justifies the local refractive index modification
in the cavity region used in Fig. 5. We expect a low pump pulse energy to be needed to switch
the spectral position of this cavity mode as the electromagnetic field is strongly localized in the
dielectric region, being the one subject to a change in the refractive index due to free carrier
injection.

4.2. All optical switching

We next present the results regarding the all optical switching of the transmission through the
samples containing L3 cavities. As mentioned above we will concentrate on the sample having
6-hole mirrors forming the cavity (i.e. sample A), being the one presenting a larger transmission
at the cavity mode. Our choice for temporally modifying the optical response of the sample is
to optically generate free carriers in the silicon matrix by pumping with a pulsed laser beam
having a frequency above its band edge. Although this method can lead to an inhomogeneous
excitation of free carriers in more bulky samples [8], for the present case dealing with thin slab
PhC we have estimated a variation of less than 25% in the generated carrier density along the
pump direction.

It is well known that optically injecting free carriers into a semiconductor produces a change
in its dielectric function through a Drude contribution [25]:

ε(ω) = εB(ω)+ Δεeh(ω) = εB(ω)−
(ωp

ω

)2 1

1+ i
ωτD

being τD the Drude damping time. The carrier density enters the dielectric function variation
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through the plasma frequency:

ωp =

√
Nehe2

ε0memopt

where e is the electronic charge, Neh the free carrier density, me is the electron mass and mopt is
the optical effective mass of the carriers in units of the electron mass. If one assumes a density
of generated free carriers Neh < 1022 cm−3 , it can be shown [26] that the change in refractive
index of silicon is given by1:

n = n0 − e2

2n0ε0moptmeω2 Neh

and hence one can reduce the refractive index of the silicon backbone, modifying the optical
response of the PhC2. In our calculations, the numerical values for mopt = 0.15 and τD = 10−13

s were taken from Ref. [26].
The pump beam is focussed to a circular spot with a 4 micron radius in order to modify the

optical response of the sample only locally in the surroundings of the cavity, hence requiring a
much lower energy than by illuminating the whole sample. In order to record the switching of
the transmission spectrum, we temporally track the transmittance of the probe beam at a fixed
wavelength (λp) in the time lapse of the pump pulse (2.5 ns). This operation is repeated for
different values of λ p in the surroundings of the center wavelength of the cavity mode (λ c), and
the set of transmission changes (ΔT ) gives us the switched spectra.

Figure 7 shows the time evolution in the transmittance of the probe beam together with the
pump intensity when the former is tuned to λ c. For times shorter than the arrival of the pump
pulse, no change is observed in the transmitted intensity. Small oscillations can be noticed in
the transmitted signal, probably due to light interference and noise. As the pump pulse arrives,
we see a dramatic drop in transmission as a consequence of the reduction in the refractive index
of the silicon backbone taking place due to the injection of free carriers. The temporal width
of the transmission drop equals that of the pump pulse (2.5 ns), indicating that all generated
free carriers recombine in a timescale much smaller than the one we have access to with the
current experimental setup. Recombination times, dictating the speed of the switching process
are strongly affected by the microstructure of the silicon backbone. The longest time limit
is that dictated by the bulk value of silicon, but much shorter times can take place due to
surface recombination or the presence of defects, which can yield recovery times of tens of ps
as recently reported [15, 17]. It remains a task for the future to study the time scales of signal
recovery in our system.

Prior to perform the switching of the transmission peak we verified that the observed peak
corresponds indeed to a mode localized within the cavity. To do so we tried pumping at differ-
ent sample locations including several points along the W1.5 waveguide and points in the 2D
crystal. We found that only when the pump beam is centered at the cavity, the transmission ex-
periences a change with the injection of free carriers. This proves that the origin of the change
in transmission is switching of a localized cavity mode.

In order to obtain the switched transmission spectrum, we have repeated the above procedure
for different λp in the surroundings of λc. Figure 8 shows some of the results obtained for
certain representative wavelengths. When λ p is smaller than λc, we obtain a positive change in

1In estimating the density of free carriers generated Neh we have taken into account a factor f=0.6 which accounts
for the losses of the pump beam due to reflectance at the sample surface.

2We have discarded refractive index variations associated with temperature changes originating at non radiative
electron-hole recombination processes in the silicon matrix. The fastest reported rise time for these processes is 100
ns (see Ref. [4]) and hence much slower than our pump pulses. Also, the repetition rate employed in our set-up allows
heat diffusion without rising the system temperature.
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Fig. 7. (a) Time evolution of the 532 nm pump pulse employed to inject free carriers into
the sample. (b) Change in transmission through the sample at a wavelength λc in the same
time scale as for the pump pulse.

transmission (ΔT > 0) as a result of the blueshift of the cavity mode as expected when reducing
the refractive index of the silicon backbone by injecting free carriers (Fig. 8(a) and 8(b)). If
the probe wavelength gets sufficiently close to λc but still remaining smaller the response in
time is more complex and quite interesting (Fig. 8(c)). As the pump pulse shifts the resonance,
ΔT is first positive until the resonance maximum reaches the probe wavelength, then the ΔT
becomes negative as λp falls on the right shoulder of the resonance. When the intensity of the
pulse decreases, the system starts to recover the initial state and the reverse behavior occurs
with another maximum of ΔT , then the transmission decreases again. Notice that the temporal
behavior of ΔT is not symmetric, due to the asymmetry of the laser pulse as shown in Fig. 7(a).
Finally, when λp ≥ λc we observe a negative change ΔT < 0 (Fig.s 8(d)–8(f)) which achieves a
maximum when λp = λc. We can see how to achieve both, an OFF/ON (Fig.s 8(b)) or ON/OFF
(Fig.s 8(e)) scenario by placing the probe wavelength at the appropriate side of the cavity mode.
We can notice that the switching signal is almost the same for the two configurations.

Figure 9 shows the reconstruction of the switched spectra done by collecting the ΔT ’s ob-
tained as mentioned above. We can see how the resonance peak is shifted by 0.37 nm, its full
width at half maximum (FWHM), in this way achieving a modulation of the transmitted inten-
sity of 90%. The minimum power needed to switch the transmitted signal, that is to shift the
resonance peak by its FWHM, is of 140 nW in our case. This corresponds to a pulse energy
of 13 pJ which, when focussed to a 4 micron spot, yields an intensity at the sample surface of
11 KW/cm2. According to the expressions presented above, with such an intensity we can excite
a free carrier density of Neh = 5.4 ·1018 cm−3 which correspond to a refractive index change of
0.22% with respect to the bulk value of silicon [27]. The pulse energy employed for switching
the resonance peak is comparable to the lowest energies obtained in a similar configuration,
namely shifting a resonant state by free carrier injection generated by linear absorption [11]
and only slightly higher than in Ref. [12] where both probe and pump beams propagate in the
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Fig. 8. Change in transmission of the probe beam in the time lapse when the system is
optically pumped. (a)-(f) Show the evolution for different probe wavelengths (λp) in the
surroundings of the cavity mode center (λc). The inset shows the position of the probe
wavelength indicated with the blue arrows to respect the resonance.

waveguide and two–photon absorption is employed. Finally, we have estimated the absorption
induced in the probe beam by the generation of the free carrier plasma, employing the above
expressions for the refractive index change. From the imaginary contribution to the refractive
index (5 · 10−5) we have obtained a linear absorption coefficient of about 2 mm−1, which is
negligible compared to other sources of losses typically present in PhC slab waveguides such
as roughness scattering [28].
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Transmission spectrum of the cavity mode in the linear regime (black
line) and under optical pumping (red line).

5. Conclusions

We have fabricated and optically characterized 2D PhCs containing W1.5 waveguides coupled
with L3 cavities on silicon membranes. By means of optically generated free carriers, all-optical
switching has been demonstrated at the spectral position of a localized cavity mode. Employing
low energy (pJ) pulses, modulation amplitudes of 90% have been demonstrated in a nanosec-
ond scale with negligible absorption. The present W1.5 waveguides, with increased channel
width and low propagation losses, have been demonstrated to be suitable for introducing cavity
structures performing all-optical switching functions.
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